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Forum: Spartan Armor Colors → Note: This topic has been changed for 3932 days. It is considered archived -- the discussion is over. Don't add unless you really need an answer. I know it's been established that spartans have the color of gray olive armor, but do you think about what use it would make in a desert
environment? Or how to say, an Arctic environment? I think it would be perfectly fine for a Spartan-II character to use other armor colors, AS LONG AS THEY'RE LEGIT, I don't agree with the pink/purple/rediculous colors, but I think as long as it's to camouflage itself in that particular environment, that's fine, personally.
Everyone else's opinions? --Kluutak 03:37, January 13, 2010 (UTC) I think Reach threw standard gunmetal green out the window. Delta Team Curt [Talk] [Halo: Conflict] Spartan-091 - Senior Bureaucrat Orpheus 10/105 M56STALK - CONTRIBUTIONS, Eastern Standard Time (GMT -5) And they are also Class II, which
makes them... other than standard -IIs somehow. For my part, I was outraged when I saw how much modification was made to the skull-Spartan armor. PUHLEEEE! No one would be allowed to get away with it! This is not a circus, it's a war! Argh. Spartan 112 - The Chosen One, The Fated, The Enforcer, The Marine,
The Officer, The Baron, The Mercenary, The Hero, The Warrior, The ChampionTALK - CONTRIBUTIONS - Eastern Standard Time 091 loro S-III, only Jorge is an S-II. And yes, it doesn't make much sense. I think the only canonical colors are the ones that would make sense for where their fight, like white for the Arctic,
tanning for the desert, etc. Exactly the 112. The thing is, I was thinking about making a spartan white character. The only reason it is white is because it is currently stationed in an Arctic environment. Urban environment would gray Spartans, etc.--Kluutak 04:25, January 18, 2010 (UTC) I think the changes should be more
accepted than they are. Of course some things would certainly be useless, implausible and therefore unrealistic, such as Wolverine-style blades, jet boots and a grenade launcher built into the wrist. However, these SPARTAN-IIs are extremely expensive and if a new unorthodox but explainable addition ranging from a
retractable under-wrist blade to anything the Reachan SPARTAN has. And on the colors, I think there might be a plethora of colors that agree with the canon; for Arctic conditions, there could be a pure white coloring for Arctic conditions, a salt and pepper style in which the landscape is rocky and covered with light snow,
or a white green and black spots for a taiga environment where evergreens are abundant. Then again, there was only one canon color known for eight or so years, so that could push it too. \\ . LEADERSHIP FORGES I \\ \\ . DIVIDED US SKIRMISH. \\ \\ . United... WE'RE 0RBITAL. \\ \\ . COMM COMM SYSTEMS
Community content is available in CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise specified. Okay, I'm a nice noob to halo's universe. I'm thinking of doing spartan armor (I haven't decided which series yet). From what I saw at the big calgary comedy fair that there are several 405ths living here, or near here. So what I want to do is make
my costume a little more unique than red, blue and of course Cape Master green. What colors are the cannons, or not go territory? Are some colors strict for armor types? Google isn't helping much as I saw a person make a rainbow of colors Edit: Ghah after I posted I found this Try to use Vanity... It will show you what a
dress will look like in different colors. What colors are the cannons, or not go territory? Are some colors strict for armor types? Few things, there are no cannon colors. We're not the 501st, so we Spartans and ODST have free color pallet options without any worries. When Bungie allowed us to customize our Spartans,
they gave us plenty of color choices and armor options for a reason. There are N0 colors that are only for a certain type of armor. Sage is the default color for all Spartans (expect the black team, which had black armor and grey team, which was the armor was gray). The reason? Its military color, just like most military
equipment is 0live Drab. I have the Vanity program, if you have any ideas or armor combos that you'd like to see, I can mount something for you. Thank you to everyone I can't get vanity working on my comp. Here's what I have with a model generator that only gives a torso shot II probably don't, as it's mentioned more
than once in both TFoR and FS (and maybe elsewhere, too) that only Halsey could reliably distinguish them when wearing their armor. (If they had altered the armor, they would probably be more easily differentiated that way. [i] Reach[/i], across halsey's line to Jorge in/under Sword Base, What did you do with my
armor? is consistent with books, for once.) Other than that, variations in gray green, tactical gray, and black still seem much more reasonable for military equipment (or a uniform) of bright red, yellow, orange, or blue. Standing out so much is a great way to get shot before you can go home and buy a shrimp boat. [Edited
04.29.2011 07:14 PDT] Comment Response Start Topic Upload, wait. This may take some time... Modified revision date for Category Link object Marks the body of the WE'VE GOT A NEW CONTACT, UNKNOWN CLASSIFICATION! This has new content coming in from Halo: Official Spartan Field Manual, and may not
be complete, confirmed, or corrected. Please update it as soon as any relevant and accurate material is available. They were equipped with the Mjolnir GEN2 armor, the next evolution of armor that Halsey had modeled decades earlier. - Editor on GEN2 MJOLNIR[1] The Powered Assault Armor [GEN2] is the second
system-level generation of MJOLNIR enhanced assault armor. GEN2 introduces many improvements to the main architecture of the suit, specifically tailored to use by Spartan-IV supersoldiers. [3] The production of a second-generation Mjolnir armor uses a spiral development model, allowing the United Nations Space

Command and its various contractual business partners to create and design armor systems much faster and more efficiently than before. [5] History[edit] Early history and development[edit] Spartan Thomas, you will get your armor when you show me you deserve to wear it. - Commander Musa-096, to Spartan Joel
Thomas and several other Spartan-IV trainees[6] Spartan-IIs of Blue Team in GEN2 armor. The GEN2 Mjolnir armor was initially developed and created by the Office of Naval Intelligence's Materials Group in response to the emerging SPARTAN-IV program, which began on January 7, 2553. Several early models of the
GEN2 Mjolnir armor were tested on the field by Spartan Tedra Grant. Some of the earliest contemporary models of the GEN2 Mjolnir armor were first tested in combat in January 2553 when New Colonial Alliance forces launched a raid on UnSC Infinity and the five Spartan-IV in training aboard the warship were forced to
launch armor to help fight the insurgents. At 2558, gen2 armor is a standard problem for almost all active Spartans, having replaced the semi-upgraded Armor of the Spartans-II. The remaining active Spartans-II, such as those on the Blue Team, have since worn GEN2 armor. Initially, Spartan-II Naomi-010 used
MJOLNIR Mark VII Powered Assault Armor, the last iteration of the first generation Mjolnir armor. However, Mark VII never saw full implementation with the rest of the Spartan-II due to his complexity and expense. In the end, the UNSC determined that continuing to fund the first generation of Mjolnir armor that focused
only on spartan-II was not worth the cost, particularly given the rising costs and capabilities of the new Spartan-III and Spartan-IV in gen2 armor. [5] As a result, the Mark VII was largely gradually out of production in favor of the GEN2 Mjolnir, although many technologies developed for the Mark VII have since been
incorporated into the GEN2 armor. Although gen2 armor meant a radical simplification of the Mjolnir platform, to the point that it could be mass produced, in October 2558 some agents of the Spartan Operations branch were dissatisfied with its minimal performance improvement compared to the old GEN1 systems. With
this in mind, unsc has decided to develop and produce the successor of MJOLNIR powered assault armor [GEN3]. [13] The expansion of contractors[edit] While the previous iteration of the MJOLNIR Powered Assault Armor was often, though not always, created and manufactured by Department, and branches of the
United Nations Space Command, the Unified Earth Government has contracted numerous companies to design gen2 armor variants. For example, RKD Group was responsible for designing the armor variant of the MIRMILLION class, although the group contracted Korolev Heavy Industries to produce the armor and
licensed the suit BIOS from Applied Heuristics. Even major military-industrial concerns, such as Beweglichkeitsràstungsysteme, no longer control all aspects of tactical packages and the software of their armor,[14] both within the army and among private contractors. Production of some GEN1 variants has been shifted
between company entities, while other contracts have been transferred from the army to private industries. In addition to these large companies, a major policy change within the EGC has led small businesses and businesses to have the opportunity to compete in paramilitary, military and security markets. Many small
industrial design companies and military subcontractors have used gen2 Mjolnir software and gen2 common exoscheleter as a springboard for their innovations. However, UNSC organizations, such as materials group and watershed division, continue to produce several variants of the GEN2 Mjolnir armor. [10] In addition
to human corporations, some species have played a role in the development of some iterations of the GEN2 Mjolnir armor and its components. In particular, the HELIOSKRILL Mjolnir class was designed by a Sangheili artisan armor designer who had managed to decode the Mjolnir armor in an attempt to test his skills
against humanity's best armor manufacturers. This Mjolnir variant was designed by the Kolaar Manufactorum of Sanghelios and among the Spartan-IV. Some VISR projects were created using high-level nanolaminates and scanning elements provided by sangheili,[17] while others are also compatible with Sangheili
combat harness. As the ties between the Sword of Sanghelios and UEG strengthen, many Sangheili artisans have gained interest in working with gen2 armor. The VISR King used by some Spartans was initially created by a bored Huragok and subsequent attempts to copy the project were achieved with different levels
of failure. Precursor technology has also been incorporated into the armor. [9] In addition, VISR kits with an unknown manufacturer were found by ONI agents in the arms markets of insurgent-controlled Venice. [20] Specifications [modifies] Design and features[edit] Jameson Locke using the thrusters of his armor. The
armor is designed to compensate for the less extensive physical increases of the Spartan-IV to the previous two generations. As a result, the armor multiplies the wearer's strength significantly more than first-generation suit, ensuring spartan-ivs are roughly the same like their predecessors while wearing the suit. [4] The
GEN2 suit is also lighter and stronger in construction than the first generation Mjolnir line,[2][2] weighing about a couple of hundred kilograms. [22] GEN2 Mjolnir integrates most of the armor's vital hardware systems into the internal technological suit itself, allowing for more simplified production and easier implementation
of specialized subsystems and armor. GEN2 armor incorporates new ad hoc editing systems that allow armor to use armored abilities, tactical packs, and support upgrades. Like its GEN1 predecessors, it is compatible with earlier versions, through hardware and firmware updates, with previous armor systems, including
Mark IV, Mark V, Mark VI, and the MJOLNIR variant of the Orbital Drop Shock Troopers armor. In addition, gen2 armor features integration with artificial airs, ranging from intelligent volial IAs to simpler, but complex and stupid IAs. The IAs that manage the Mjolnir and visR BIOS are generally passive assistants that
subtly integrate, prioritize, and even subtly alter the torrent of data and sensory replacements fed to the spartan user of the armor, simplifying battlefield chaos and reducing confusion. These IAs also handle trivial administrative tasks by submitting ammo expense forms, battle damage assessments, kill reports, and other
documents on behalf of the Spartan. The typical Mjolnir armor suit carries about a dozen of these IAs, each specializing in numerous tasks of war and science to help the Spartans to whom they are attached. While these IAs are incapable of an unsealed human, they are still a valuable component of armor. The BROKKR
armor mechanism is a Da Vinci multi-axis assembly system used to mount Mjolnir on a spartan technological suit. [1] Customization [edit] That armor was great, but the colors on it never stood. He always came back from every mission scratched, scraped, and dinged to hell. And that was the way we liked it. - Spartan
Edward Buck, commenting on the paint of the armor[25] Several variants of the GEN2 Mjolnir armor. Many Spartan-IV choose to customize their armor in a variety of ways and typically have the option to choose the armor variant, paint color, visor model, and other cosmetic features. Technological overts can also be
modified according to the Spartan's mission or needs. [26] An assortment of armor configurations are available to all new Spartan-IV recruits under UNSC Regulation 3A-950, and the Spartans are able to their set of individual armor with modular components from a wide range of special variants, based on their personal
preferences, specialization and mission needs. The selection of variants for purely cosmetic reasons is not recommended. The UNSC strictly prohibits Spartans from attempting to repair or modify their armor on their own; all the maintenance of the armor is just qualified class 61 technicians in dedicated facilities. Unlike
the generally green coloring of the Spartan-II Mjolnir armor, Spartan-IV armor is available in a profusion of distinct color models, with members of specific teams sometimes (though not always) sporting a constant coloring. However, any customization of the armor color must comply with the UNSC 20.00.62 equipment
code. The paint used on each GEN2 Mjolnir armor set is known to deteriorate rapidly in combat, as little effort has been made to invest in stronger quality paints. While the suit's main production model has less significance than previous Mjolnir generations due to GEN2's more distributed design philosophy, the Materials
Group Warrior variant is officially considered the main model of gen2 armor. Another prevalent model is the Recruit variant, which is released to all Spartan-IV after induction[29] and colored gray and gold by default. (ANSA) - GENOA, 2 JAN - Mjolnir is also able to be hybridized with GEN1 Mjolnir tuts. When Douglas042's Mark IV armor was damaged and aSC Spirit of Fire was unable to produce basic components during second Ark Conflict, spirit was able to upgrade the suit to a hybrid version of Mark IV/GEN2, along with the rest of the Red Team armor, thanks to the merger of changes made by Isabel and Serina and the recovery
of GEN2 parts from UNSC outposts. [31] BIOS[edit] The suit also has other updated features that improve the wearer's capabilities. It has an updated heads-up display connected to sensors that project shield strength and an improved motion detection system as well as providing numerous other reading operations,
including the vitality and status of the allies' shield. These features are managed and initialized by the MJOLNIR GEN2 BIOS firmware. There are numerous versions for different reasons and to just be an update. Armor variants and updates[edit] Variants[edit] Below is a list of the main variants of the GEN2 platform.
[Note 1] Forearms and legs[edit] There are several forearms and legs not coupled with a specific set that can be used with most GEN2 armor. Attachments[edit] The armor system is built to support a variety of accessories and equipment that allow it to use armor skills. Some of them have been decoded by Covenant and
Forerunner technology. Armor components[modification] biofoam injectors: allow you to seal and repair physical injuries without the use of medical kits Energy Shielding: A protective barrier that surrounds the armor and protects the user from damage. [35] Interior suit: The interior suit is made of a moisture absorbent
synthetic material connected to an environmental control computer and the occupant's neural interface. It controls the temperature of the suit and actively changes the way the suit adapts to the user. Compact fusion reactor: the the reactor is the most essential part of the MJOLNIR system, as it provides energy to all
reinforcement equipment: the reactor is integrated into the suit and allows almost unlimited movement. The [GEN2] fusion reactor is installed on the back of the torso carapace. [37] Magnetic weapon support strips: The MJOLNIR armor is equipped with very small but powerful magnets placed on the legs, waist and back
of the suit that are used to hold any equipment or any weapon with a magnetic property. The suit also contains a magnet system inside its boots that allows the wearer to remain attached to a metal surface in zero gravity environments and can be activated or deactivated by the wearer. [38] Power supply control unit:
manages the power supply of the armature. BIOS MJOLNIR GEN2: The basic input/output system, standard firmware interface of the GEN2 suite. VISR 4.0: Until version 4.09, these visor installments are optimized and customized to facilitate specialized activities. VISR 4.0 can handle a Spartan's different sensor feeds,
battle network connections, and suit diagnostic messages. [41] Force multiplication circuits: Allows the user to greatly improve reflexes and strength, improving the mobility and effectiveness of combat up close. Despite the lack of truly understood limits, the Spartans were recorded lifting Warthogs, bending steel and
crushing concrete on the battlefield. [42] Motion Tracking: Shows the movement of friendly and enemy units within range of the system. Pressure gasket: The pressure gasket is a vital component of the MJOLNIR system, keeping the system hermetic, underwater or in space. The seal is very strong and will break only
under extreme pressure, such as in a high-speed impact or when the hydrostatic gel has been over pressure. Support updates: These customized and specialized updates help you improve benefits by changing gen2's basic and peripheral systems. [23] Sprint Module: Unlike previous armor systems, Mjolnir GEN2 has
an integrated sprint module that allows the user to run at higher speeds by overwriting safety protocols. It is functionally similar to the Kat-B320 version of the NOBLE Team, which has seen a large deployment in Reach in the last days of the planet. [43] Tactical Packages: These custom and specialized packages allow
combat advantages by modifying GEN2's basic and peripheral systems. [23] Titanium nanocomposite body: Nestled between the outer armor and the inner padding is a thick armored bodysuit. The body is in a titanium-based nonrigid material, making it very strong and yet very flexible. The suit has numerous functions,
small but vital for the safety and survival of the wearer. It also serves as another layer of protection against ballistic attacks and is coated with a heat-resistant material to disperse heat from plasma weapons. Many titanium components of GEN2 GEN2 they are dramatically shaped after the shape of human musculature;
this was less prominent in previous generations Mjolnir. In fact, every tech suit is made on a basis for the Spartan who wears it. [44] Some models have portions of the bodysuit share their color with the outer plating of the armor, although all-black bodysuits are still common. [23] Some firefighters or individual operators
are equipped with custom technical suit that contains a number of undisclosed improvements or modifications to suit particular mission parameters or operator needs. These polymuscular exoschecles cannot be worn by nonugmented personnel, as many of the technical suit's medical and environmental control systems
require invasive access to Spartan cybernetic implants. The technical suit is comfortable to wear for long periods of time and forms the basis of the Spartans' service uniform, although it provides limited capacity improvement without access to external power. When coupled with the compact fusion reactor and shield
generators in a Mjolnir cuirass all the capabilities of the technical suit are unlocked. It contains distribution channels and textures for regenerative energy shielding and exoscheleter musculature can work at full power, further increasing the wearer's agility and raw strength. Built-in thruster system: GEN2 ranges are
equipped with a series of thrusters mounted on the shoulders and back, increasing the mobility of a Spartan in the field and presumably in vacuum environments. [46] The system, which was added as part of a series-level upgrade, partly alleviates the need to use an external thruster or jetpack; however, it only provides
a limited thrust and as such does not completely replace the external thrust devices. [47] It is still powerful enough for the user to hover a few seconds in mid-air when activated in a stabilizing arrangement. Built-in thrusters saw use in combat as early as 2553. [48] Automatic repair and bypass nodes: Any damage that
armor plating suffers can be repaired by integrated and triple redundant subsystems. These systems are receptive to nanomacchine that facilitate repair. In addition, bypass channels allow certain components to work if routing is compromised by extensive damage. Both of these systems can fail, resulting in scary armor
plating. [50] Trivia[edit] All non-essential Spartan-IV NPCs in Halo 4 wear the complete recruit armor set and visor color. Steel serves as the primary color of their seeds, and gold is the secondary color. Jared Miller also this configuration in Spartan Ops. Gallery [edit] Concept art of the Mjolnir [GEN2] skinsuit for males.
Concept art of women's overalls [GEN2]. Armor process for boots and gloves (Click to animate). Chest (Click to animate). Shoulders and helmet (Click to animate). The ARMOR HUD [GEN2]. Two Spartan-IV soldiers engaged in a War Games match on Haven. Shield Shields on two dresses [GEN2] during the Requiem
campaign. A slightly different HUD. You can see bays and armor technicians. Fireteam Majestic wears leather ies [GEN2]. Iv Spartans in their armor. Fireteam Majestic with their armor [GEN2]. All halo 4 [GEN2] armor at launch. Spartan-IV using different variants in preparation for the War Games. Built-in thrusters by
briefly levitating the user. Note the jets that emanate downwards from the thrusters both in the back and in the front. Rendering GEN2 outfits in Halo 5: Guardians. A multitude of personalized GEN2 dresses. The GEN2 women's tech suit. Appearance list[edit] Notes[edit] - To avoid unnecessary clutter caused by
redundant citations, all subsequent items are mentioned using the Halo 4 and Halo 5: Guardians Spartan Armor menus. - a b Halo Mythos, page 128 - a b c Halo 4: ORDNANCE - ARMOR (deceased) - a b Game Informer: May 2012 - a b c Frank O'Connor interview during San Diego Comic-Con 2012 (1:15–2:10) - a b c
Halo Waypoint: MJOLNIR - a b Halo: Initiation, Number #2 - Halo Waypoint: Spartans - Halo 4: The Essential Visual Guide, page 24 - a b Halo Waypoint: Canon Fodder - Fifty Calibers - a b Halo Waypoint: Canon Fodder - Conventional Warfare - Halo: Glasslands, page 291 - Halo Waypoint: Canon Fodder - Reqlamation
Begins - Halo: Official Spartan Field Manual - Page 178 - a b c d Halo Waypoint: Canon Fodder - Armory Armore - Halo 1785: Guardians, Foucault Visor Description - Halo 5: Guardians, Description of Helioskrill's Armor - Halo 5: Guardians, Description of the Disaderola Visor - Halo 5 : Guardians, description of the Visor
Saturnina - Halo 5 : Guardians, Description of the King's Visor - Halo 5: Guardians, Description of the Visor of Dianthus - GameInformer.com: Halo 5: Guardians - Unmask the Chief Master of the Fireteam Hunt - Halo: New Blood, page 157 (Google Play edition) - a b c d e f g h h i j l k l m n Halo 4 - a b c Rooster Teeth
Expo 2013 - a b Halo: New Blood, page 153 (Google Play edition) - a b Halo Waypoint: Canon Fodder: Fowl Play - a b Halo 4 Limited Edition, Infinity Briefing Packet - Halo 4, Spartan Ops - Halo 4, Spartan Armor Menu Descriptions - Level of the Halo 4, Infinity campaign - MJOLNIR Powered Assault Armor/Mark IV-Red
Team.27s hybrid GEN2.2FMARK IV - a b c Halo 4 Limited Edition Contents - a b c d e f g Halo Waypoint : Halo Bulletin 8.15.12 (defunct, backup link on Archive.org): : Halo Bulletin 7.25.12 - Halo: New Blood, pages 152-154 (Google Play edition) - Halo: The Fall of Reach, page 71, (2001) page 81, page 90 (2010) - Halo
Waypoint: Halo Bulletin 9.24.14 - Halo 4: The Essential Visual Guide, page 10 - Halo 4, Heads-Up Display - Halo 4, Legendary Visor Description - 5: Guardians, Description of the Recruit Visor - Halo: Official Spartan Manual, page 37 - Halo Game Manual: Reach - a profile of the spartan women's tracksuit b Halo 5:
Guardians - YouTube: Halo 5: Guardians Multiplayer Beta: Behind the Scenes UnSC Jet Pack - Halo: Lone Wolf Issue 4 - YouTube: The Science Behind The Halo Series - Halo 5: Guardians, Scarred Mjolnir Mark VI descrizione descrizione
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